COMMON COMPONENTS
Z/ZC/ZA/ZRB100-DP
15\[381] DIAMETER MAIN ROOF DRAIN LOW SILHOUETTE POLY/CAST IRON/ALUMINUM/PLAIN BRONZE DOME

Dimensional data (inches and [mm]) are subject to manufacturing tolerances and change without notice.

* Size determined by Customer

Select One:
- P100-DOME-CI (ZC OPT)
- P100-DOME-ALUM (ZA OPT)
- P100-POLYDOME (Z OPT)
- P100-DOME-BRZ (ZRB OPT)

Select One:
- P100-NH*
- P100-NL*
- P100-IC*
- P100-IP*

P100-CC PARTS BAG

P100-CC

P100-DP (DP OPT)

P100-DP PARTS BAG (DP OPT)
COMMON COMPONENTS
Z100-C-E-R-89
15\(\text{[381]}\) DIAMETER MAIN ROOF DRAIN LOW SILHOUETTE DOME W/ UNDERDECK CLAMP, STATIC EXTENSION, ROOF SUMP RECEIVER AND EXTERNAL WATER DAM

Dimensional data (inches and [mm]) are subject to manufacturing tolerances and change without notice.

Select One:
P100-NH*
P100-NL*
P100-IC*
P100-IP*
P100-R (-R OPT)
P100-C-PARTS-2-5 (C OPT)
P100-C2-5 (C OPT)
[51, 76, 102, 127] OUTLETS

P100-EXTGASKET (E OPT)

4 EXTPARTSBAG (E OPT)

* Size determined by Customer
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